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Jupiter’s North Equatorial Belt: 
An historic change in cyclic 
behaviour with acceleration of 
the North Equatorial jet 



Great climatic cycles in Jupiter’s major belts
             (which lie alongside its 3 major jets)

(1)  SEB Fade --->             SEB Revival

(2)  NTBs  jet. outbreak                  (“NTB Revival”)

(3)  NEB broadening event               or NEB Revival

SEB Fade --->               SEB Revival

NTBs  jet. outbreak                      (“NTB Revival”)

NEB broadening event                   or NEB Revival



Amateur observations have advantages of:      
       (1)  Long historical time-base:





Amateur observations have advantages of:      
       (2)  Hi-res modern imaging:



Amateur observations have advantages of:      
       (3)  Nearly continuous coverage:



Amateur observations have advantages of:      
       (3)  Nearly continuous coverage:



On Jupiter’s NEBs, there are usually large dark 
formations moving with System 1 (u ~ 103 m/s):



In 2008, at a rare time when the large, slow-moving NEBs projections had 
disappeared except in a restricted sector, a gradient of more rapid speeds 
emerged p. the surviving ones – up to DL1 = -66 deg/month (u = 137 m/s). 
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In 2011-12, the normal dark formations disappeared completely, and the whole 
NEBs was taken over by super-fast speeds, accelerating up to >150 m/s.
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NEB narrowing in 2011-12:  Would there be a new NEB Revival?

NEB broadening events had been occurring 
every 3-5 years, up to 2009



2012 March 18.
Wayne Jaeschke (PA, USA)         

2012 Feb.11. [5 mins derot’n]
Damian Peach (UK)

---

A new outbreak of NEB rifts & NEBs 
dark spots began in 2012 March

The NEB became totally quiescent and 
narrowing continued into 2012



2012 March 18.
Wayne Jaeschke (PA, USA)         

A new outbreak of NEB rifts & NEBs 
dark spots began in 2012 March



A month later, a new NTBs jetstream outbreak started as well!
(a week before the planet became unobservable behind the Sun)

2007 April 3



A month later, a new NTBs jetstream outbreak started as well!
(a week before the planet became unobservable behind the Sun)

2007 April 3

--and just after solar conjunction, the N hemisphere was in chaotic upheaval:

2012 June 4-9       Manos Kardasis (Greece)        (Daylight images, IR >742 nm)





Intense turbulence and reddening all across the affected domains





From June to August, the turbulence shrank to a smaller scale, 
& the region began settling down. 

                                          2012 Aug.10  [5 mins derot’n]
                                          Damian Peach (UK)
                                          CM1=150, CM2=273, CM3=302



However the speed gradients at cloud-top level showed no changes:
(a) by feature tracking;                        (b) by map-correlation
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CONCLUSIONS FROM AMATEUR STUDY OF THESE EVENTS:

A cycle of NEB narrowing and revival has occurred for the first time since 1926.

The NEB may have reverted to the behaviour it showed a century ago.

Normal dark formations on NEBs suppress jet speed at cloud-top level to the east 
(as in the SEBn jet).  

During the narrowing, normal formations disappeared and the jet accelerated to 
super-fast speed like the SEBn and NTBs jets.

The cycle may have been initiated by total cessation of convection in the NEB 
(as with similar cycles in the SEB).

The revival of the belt began with a convective outbreak, then involved intense 
turbulence, and was completed very fast.

Dark spots in NTropZ turned into anticyclonic white ovals.

A  NTB Revival outbreak occurred simultaneously, which has never been seen before.

The dual outbreaks were accompanied by strong reddish coloration over NTropZ, NEB, 
and part of EZ.



Thanks to all the observers



Thanks to the JUPOS team



THE  END
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